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NEWS TIPS
ELECTORAL COLLEGE PERSISTS IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY,
NO POLITICAL WILL TO CHANGE IT- YET- SAYS CONSTITUTION EXPERT
There are two reasons the electoral college survives as a political process in American
democracy, says Roberta Alexander, history professor and director of the pre-law program at
the University of Dayton. "First, many- especially Democrats- believe it weighs the votes of
the big states and the big cities within those states most heavily, and for years that has been the
Democratic stronghold," she said. "That may be changing. Second, there has not been a crisis
that would develop the political will to change the system. It is archaic because our views of
democracy have changed, but there is not enough political energy necessary to get a
constitutional amendment."
She doubts the contest between AI Gore and George W. Bush will prompt national
legislation on election reform. "This election is chaotic not necessarily because of the electoral
college. The popular vote was so close, and so in doubt, that it is difficult to say that the
electoral college vote will or will not reflect the will of the people," Alexander said. "What I
think really happened here, at least for me, is a realization of how undemocratic some election
procedures are -- faulty machines, faulty ballots, ballots misplaced, found, thrown out. If this
were a Third World country, we would demand a new election or in some other way protest the
fraud of whichever party caused so many people to be disfranchised."
The Constitution was written by a group of men who sought a more stable government,
one that was based on popular consent but avoided what they called the "tyranny of the
majority," Alexander said. "They did not trust the people to vote directly. They believed the
general electorate would be ill-informed and too subject to emotional appeals and slogans. How
right they were!"
The electoral college, devised in the days before political parties, was expected to allow
electors- who would be better educated, more worldly and know the qualifications of the
candidates -to cast the deciding votes. Most at the time assumed no candidate after
Washington would get a majority of the vote because regional preferences would result in
many "favorite son" candidates. They expected the House of Representatives to select the
president in most elections.
The model envisioned did not work because of the rise of political parties. Only twice
has the House selected the president, Thomas Jefferson in 1800 and John Quincy Adams in 1824,
she said.
For media interviews, contact Roberta Alexander at (937) 229-4229 or via e-mail at
Roberta.Alexander@notes. udayton.edu
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